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By gene&i&g matroid axiomatics we provide a framework in which independence systems 
may be classified. The concept is applied to independence systems arising from well known 
combinatorial optimization problems such as k-matroid intersection, matchoid, vertex packing 
in finite graphs and travelling salesman problems. 
1. Iatdaction 
Given a finite set E an independence system (E, 9) consists of a non-empty 
class 4 of subsets of E satisfying 
YcXd 3 YE%%. 
We call a set XC= E independent, if XE $, dependent otherwise. A base of X, 
Xc E, is a maximal independent subset of X, a circuit of (E, 9) is a minimal 
dependent subset of E (maximal and minimal with respect o set inclusion). 
If Se = (A, i E I) is a family of subsets of E, then Tc E is called a trunsversd of 
Se, if there exists a bijection T : T+ I such that 
x E 4(x, for all x E T. 
An extensiion of Hall’s theorem for the existence of a transversal of & says (see 
[6]) that the family s& can be partitioned into r subfamilies each of which 
possesses a transversal, if and only if 
l&#~rl t) Ak( for all KcI. 
ksK 
Let (E, .%) be an independence system and X, YE 4. Then !or each e E E \ X we 
denote with %(e, X) the set of all circuits contained in X U {e} and with %( Y, X) 
the set Ue.Y,X %(e, X). In the following we consider families of the type 
(C\ Y, CE %(Y, X)). 
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2. (p, r)-systems 
Definition. Let (ET, .%) be an independence system such that lfor any Xc,%, 
e E E\X, X U {e} contains at mqst p distinct circuits; then we denote 
Yi(X):={eEY\X:l%ie,X)I=i}, OGiSp. 
Theomm. Let (E, 9) be an independence system and S, % denote the conespond- 
ing systems of bases of E and of circuits, respectively. Moreover, let p and 17 be 
positive integers. Then the following pairs of statements are equivalent: 
“Augmentation (A)” 
(,Al) VXE 9, e E E\X XU{e} contains at most p distinct circuits. 
(A2) VX, YcE 
( 
‘X, YE §, p 1 Y\Xl -‘il (p - i) 1 Y,(X)1 > r IXt Yl 
is 1 
=$) 3eEY\X XU{e}d . 
“Circuits (C)” 
(Cl) vc,, *. . , Cp+lE%,~#~ for i#jE{l,..., p+l} 
( 
P+l 
eE n Ci * XT& CC 
i=l 
(;g G)\k$ 
(C2) VX, Y c E 
“Circuit-Partitioning (CP)” 
(CPl) VXE 3, e E E\X X U {e) contains at most p distinct circuits. 
(-2) VX, YcE 
(X, YE .9 3 (C\ Y, CE %( Y, X)) can be partitioned into r 
each of which possesses a transversal). 
“OptimalityZrlargement (OE)” 
(OEl) VX E 9, e E E\X X U {e} contains at most p distinct circuits. 
(OE2) VX c E and any base B of X, e’ E E \X 
(V bases B’ of X f P (Bi(B)Isr (B\s’l)h(BU{e)Cs) 
i=l 
/ P 
subfamilies 
3 (’ bases B” of XU {if} c i I&‘( 
i=l 
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“Base-0ptimality (BO)” 
(BOl) V.% .%, e E E\X XU{e} contains at most p distinct circuits 
(B02) VXc E and any two bases B, B’ of X & i )B{(B)Is I IB\B’(. 
“Bases (B)” 
(Bl) VB f 8, e E E\B B U {e} contains at most p distinct circuits. 
(B2) VB, B’E 9, B c B\B’ Cp,,=,, i (&[(B n B’) U B]l s r @I. 
tif. It is straightforward to check the equivalence of (Al), (Cl), (CPl), @El), 
(BOI), (BI). 
(A)+(C). Suppose that there exists a class (8 G %( Y, X) such that I@\ > 
tl&q C\Yl. For each C&8! let e,E Y\X be such that CcXU{e,). Then 
X:= (UC& C\ Y) U (X n Y), P : = (U cEc8 {e,) ) U (X n Y) yield a contradiction to 
(A) 
(&CP). (CP) follows directly from (C) by Hall’s extension (cf. [6j;k applied 
to (C\ Y, CE %(Y, X)). 
(CP)+(OE). Suppose that (OE2) is false for some X, B and Z as specified. 
Then Ursl B:(B) == B”\B and the family (C\B”, C E %(B”, B)) provides 
I WK ml > r I u C&(P”, B)C\B”(, which is a contradiction to (CP). 
(OE)+(BO). Let B and B’ be any two bases of X. Clearly, EyEI i IB,(B)Ic 
r \B\BI and f3 u(e)4 9 for all e E B’\B. A repeated enlargement of B to B U B’ 
yields CFs1 i (&(B)I s r IB\B’[. 
(BO)+(B). Let k=(BnB’)U& &=(BnB’)U Urzl B#). Enlarge b to a 
base B of 8 Us and apply (BO). 
(B) + (A). Suppose that (A2) does not hold for some X, YE .%. Let XC 
B*, YcBY with BX, BYE 48. Consider B := (X\ Y) n (BX\BY) and 
ii:-(BXnBY)UB. Then CFal i IB~(S,IC r IX\ YI. On the other hand /XC 
I%, Y\Xc BY\BX and thus %(By, l%)s U(Y, X), which under the assumption 
“non (A2)” yields Cr_, i IB~(&)l> :* IdX\ YI, a contradiction. 0 
Deiinitlon. Let (E, 9) be an independence system and p, r be minimal, positive 
integers uch that the statements of the preceeding theorem are true. Then (E, 4) 
is called a (p, t)-system. 
3. Applications 
We will now classify independence systems arising from various combinatorial 
optimization problems by giving the corresponding minimal numbers p and r: 
Matroids 
k -matroid intersection 
Matchoids [2,3,4] 
p=r=l. 
p=r=k. 
p=r=2. 
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Matching-Forests [l] p=r=2. 
Yertex packing in claw-free graphs [S] p = r = 2. 
Asymmetric travelling salesman problem p = r = 3. 
Symmetric travelling salesman problem p=r=4. 
Vertex-packing in finite graphs p = r. 
We conclude with an example showing that p and t may be unequal: 
E = &2,3,4,5), v = {IL 29 41,129 31,13,41,{2,% (4,s)); 
p = 2 but X = {2,4}, Y = { 1,3,5} yield 5 > 2 1{2,4}1= 4, hence T 3 p. 
[l] R. Gil s, Optimum matching forests I, Dept. of Mathematics, University of Kentucky, 1977. 
[2f T.A. Jenkyns, Matchoids: a generalization of matchings and matroids, Thesis, University of 
Waterloo, 1974. 
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